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Ion-recoil energy measurement in photoionization of laser-cooled rubidium

Steffen Wolf and Hanspeter Helm
Department of Molecular and Optical Physics, Albert-Ludwigs-Universita¨t, Freiburg, Germany

~Received 22 August 1997!

We report a measurement of the ion recoil energy in photoionization of laser-cooled atoms.87Rb, cooled in
a magneto-optical trap, is two-photon ionized by a pulsed laser. The recoil energy is determined by time-of-
flight in a weak electric field. A resolution in the range of 1meV is demonstrated. Refinement of the technique
promises resolution in the range of several neV to be feasible.
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PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 32.80.Rm
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A primary goal in studies of collision-induced atomic r
actions involving ionization is the precise resolution of t
momenta of all emerging products. This is particularly im
portant, and difficult, in reactions where more than tw
charged particles appear in the product channel. In this c
standard high-resolution spectrometers do not easily l
themselves for coincident detection due to the small acc
tance angle. Nevertheless, in specific situations, prudent
perimenters have achieved kinematically complete exp
ments in single and double ionization by electron and pho
impact@1–4#, at the expense of a reduced detection geom
and long observation times. A solution to these limitatio
appears through the use of spectrometers with a high a
of acceptance and exploiting the generally miniscule m
mentum information imparted in the recoil ion. The past d
cade has seen rapid advances in this field through the c
bination of position- and time-sensitive detection for atom
particles@5–8#. A recent culmination is the high-resolutio
‘‘microscope,’’ described by Ullrichet al. @9#, in which the
momentum of a recoil ion is determined in coincidence w
other charged products.

A basic limitation in recoil ion experiments is the therm
energy of the system prior to the ionization process. Si
recoil energies are typically extremely small, very cold t
gets are required. These are currently realized in skimm
supersonic jets for which an internal momentum spread
better than60.05 a.u. has been demonstrated, permitting,
example, the measurement of He1 recoil ions with a resolu-
tion DEr'630 meV @10#. The application of laser-coole
targets in recoil-ion spectroscopy has been discussed in
literature@11# and is expected to permit further refinement
resolution.

Here we report an application of laser cooled atoms
recoil-ion spectroscopy. The experiments were carried ou
a magneto-optical trap~MOT! using 87Rb cooled on the (F
53)2P3/2↔(F52)2S1/2 transition ~see Fig. 1!. Recoil ions
were formed by two-photon ionization from the excited tra
ping state using light at 790 nm:

Rb~ 2P3/2!12hn→Rb1~ 1S0!1e1DE. ~1!

In reaction~1! the excess energyDE lies at 0.55 eV; the
resulting momentum recoil of each product amounts of 0.2
atomic units. The velocity of the recoil ion formed in rea
tion ~1! is 276 cm/s. This velocity is significantly larger tha
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the mean thermal velocity of the laser-cooled atom prior
ionization~'15 cm/s!. Hence the heavy particle trajectory
primarily determined by the recoil momentum. This may
exploited to determine this quantity directly.

Our trap uses three pairs of counterpropagatings1 and
s2 laser beams and a magnetic-field gradient of 10 G/
produced by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils@12#. The trapping
laser system consists of a grating stabilized diode laser w
a rms bandwidth of less than 100 kHz~for frequency fluc-
tuations in the range 10 Hz–100 kHz! and an injection-
locked diode laser with an output power of about 30 mW
a TEM00 mode. A second grating stabilized diode las
tuned to the (F52)2P3/2↔(F51)2S1/2 transition is used to
repump atoms from the nontrapping ground state. A deta
characterization of a similar system can be found in ref
ence@13#.

Typically 53106 atoms are trapped from Rb vapor from
solid reservoir at a background pressure of 431029 mbar.
The trap temperature was determined by an expansion t
nique@14# to lie in the range of the Doppler temperature~143
mK!, corresponding to a momentum spread of Rb atoms

FIG. 1. Schematic of the ion recoil spectrometer with las
cooled target. Atoms in a standard MOT are ionized by a pul
laser. The ions are extracted by a weak electric field along thz
axis.
R4385 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Experimental time-of-flight spectra of Rb1 ions with laser polarization~a! parallel and~c! perpendicular to the extraction field
The laser pulse energy was approximately 20 pJ. Monte Carlo simulations of the time-of-flight spectra are shown in~b! and ~d! with
parameters for~a! and ~c!, respectively.
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,0.01 a.u. While operating the trap continuously, photoio
ization was achieved with a focused 1-kHz repetition r
Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse duration of 100 fs. In order
avoid space-charge effects on the momentum of the re
ion, the laser pulse energy was attenuated to below 60
corresponding to peak intensities in the laser focus
,108 W/cm2.

We employed time-of-flight analysis to measure the co
ponent of the recoil velocity along the direction of a we
extraction field. The MOT is located inside a 2-in. copp
cube with 14 apertures of 12 mm diameter to provide acc
to the trap region. Two opposing walls of the cube are el
trically isolated~shown schematically in Fig. 1!, and are kept
at 62.5 V, respectively. Ions exit the extraction field throu
an aperture in one end plate and reach a microsphere
detector after passage of two grids. In simulations usingSI-

MION @15# we find that this electrode geometry establishes
extraction field of 0.77 V/cm in the center of the cube,
agreement with the value determined experimentally fr
the ion flight time. The arrival time of ions is measured usi
a digital multichannel analyzer with 500-ps time resolutio
triggered by the ionization laser. Typically 13106 shots are
accumulated, with the total number of ions recorded fall
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in the range of 103– 104. The actual number of ions forme
is higher, but the secondary emission coefficient of lo
energy Rb1 is known to be aggravatingly low@16#. The two-
photon ionization process is expected to lead to ejection
electrons, and hence the recoil ions, preferentially along
laser polarization@17#. For laser polarization parallel to th
extraction field, we expect a double-peaked structure in
arrival time spectrum, which arises from the preferent
emission of recoil ions along the laser polarization. T
time-of-flight difference for reaching the extraction pla
from the center of the cube is

Dt5
2MVrecoil

eEextr
, ~2!

whereM is the ion mass,Vrecoil the ion recoil speed, andEextr
the extraction field strength. For our experimental conditio
a time-of-flight difference ofDt566 ns is expected.

Typical time-of-flight spectra observed are shown at
left of Fig. 2. For Fig. 2~a! the polarization of the ionization
laser was kept parallel to the acceleration field; for Fig. 2~c!
it was perpendicular. The spectrum with parallel polarizat
shows a clearly resolved double-peaked structure, as
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pected. The splitting in the arrival time is in good agreem
with the theoretical value predicted. When orienting the p
larization perpendicular to thez axis, the arrival time of ions
ejected along the direction of laser polarization coinci
leading to a central peak in the spectrum, as may be s
from Fig. 2~c!. Monte Carlo simulations of the arrival tim
spectra expected from reaction~1! under our experimenta
conditions are shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!, respectively.
The fitting parameters are the angular distribution of rec
ions and the size of the laser focus~see below!. At the top of
the figure a recoil energy scale is shown as it appears f
Eq. ~1!. This scale refers to the component of the ion ene
falling along thez axis. The recoil energy at which ions a
formed in reaction~1! is calculated to be 3.46meV.

Several apparatus effects limit the resolution in our c
rent setup. To illustrate the significance of some of these,
next discuss Monte Carlo simulations of ion trajectories
der idealized and realistic conditions.

The most significant degradation of resolution arises
the current geometry from the finite volume within whic
recoil ions are formed: A Gaussian beam waist of 20mm is
expected from our laser beam parameters, but our exp
mental spectra are more consistent with a waist of 50mm,
indicating that the ionization laser beam profile is not id
and/or the trapped atom cloud is imperfectly located w
respect to the laser focus.

In Fig. 3 simulated arrival time spectra are shown. T
angular distribution of photoions is approximated by the d
ferential cross section@17#

FIG. 3. Monte Carlo simulations of time-of-flight spectra
Rb1 ions for idealized and realistic experimental parameters:~a!
trap temperature 1mK, laser beam waist 1mm; ~b! trap temperature
1 mK, laser beam waist 20mm; ~c! trap temperature 150mK, laser
beam waist 1mm.
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s iso

4p
@11bP2~cosu!#. ~3!

Here,s iso is the total cross section, the angleu is measured
relative to the laser polarization axis, andP2 is the second
Legendre polynomial. Ab parameter of 2 was found to be
represent the observed spectra.

A 1-mm-diam size source of recoil ions is simulated
Fig. 3~a!. The atom temperature is assumed to be 1mK. In
Fig. 3~b! the volume of ion production is taken to be Gaus
ian with a full width at half maximum of 20mm under oth-
erwise identical conditions. Substantial broadening appe
A way to eliminate this volume effect is to employ an e
traction field in a Wiley-McLaren configuration with spatia
focusing@18#.

When eliminating the volume effect, the finite tem
perature of the cold-atom sample should pose the n
limitation. The simulation in Fig. 3~c! assumes a Rb tem
perature of 150mK, but again for a 1-mm-diam source of
ions. Comparison with Fig. 3~a! shows that significant deg
radation occurs already at this temperature. We are curre
attempting to remove the volume effect and employ s
Doppler cooling techniques@19# to refine our experimenta
parameters.

Other uncertainties contribute to the smearing of the sp
tra. Among these is the bandwidth of the ionization las
The short pulse laser employed here has a measured sp
width of 9 nm and contributes to an uncertainty in rec

FIG. 4. Experimental time-of-flight spectra for different puls
energies,Epulse, of the ionization laser:~a! Epulse'30 pJ, ~b!
Epulse'20 pJ, ~c! Epulse'60 pJ.
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velocity at the level of 4%. Most importantly, residual field
have not yet been actively compensated. Stray fields f
electrical feedthroughs and contact potential differences
certainly active, as we find that at extraction fields below
V/cm ions tend to miss the aperture to the detector. T
magnetic field of the atom trap was not found to influen
the arrival time spectra at the current level of resolution
will ultimately have to be accounted for, when pushing t
resolution into the neV range. A most serious effect can
course arise from space charge: Fig. 4 shows a sequen
spectra obtained at increasing laser pulse energy. Coul
effects significantly distort the spectra when increasing
t,
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average number of ions into the range beyond one ion
shot.

Despite a number of imperfections, which can be ov
come in future experiments, we have been able to show
laser-cooled atoms are a versatile tool for high-resolution
recoil energy spectroscopy, promising access into the ra
of a few tens neV resolution with standard Doppler-cooli
techniques.
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